Dreams Analysis Report 18
Hi everybody,

(Sexual harassment)
This week's PRACTICAL DREAM ANALYSIS report is about a lady
who received a warning from God about a sexual harassment incident
that was to happen soon after she had this dream. With this dream
He prepared her for the incident. The message and the assurance was
that it was going to happen but that she would be OK. It would be a
bad experience for her but she need not to worry about her career or
the future. Isn’t this wonderful! God was with her all the way and He
will be with her in this situation until it is long forgotten (nobody will
be able to retaliate or harm her at all).
Please remember to read the post about the Golden Key available to
us in terms of dreams and visions interpretation that makes it
possible to interpret each and every dream or vision correctly. Click
on the link below for more information:
The Golden Key
Remember the analysis reports are part of our “Dreams and Visions
Interpretation Course” program. These reports will be of tremendous
value as it will slowly but surely train you and prepare you to master
the gift of the “interpretation of dreams and visions”. You will
eventually interpret dreams and visions correctly and according to
Biblical principles. Of course it will get easier and quicker as you get

more familiar with the different principles that govern dream and
vision interpretation.
Although it is a gift, it is a gift that God gave all his children.
Although it is a gift, it does take time and practice. Apart from getting
more and more familiar with all the different symbols, the principles
and the different fundamental principles that govern dream analysis,
it also cultivates a closer and more intimate relationship with Christ
our Lord.
So, read all the reports as faithful as you can and stand up and be
counted!
Dream:
I dreamt of moving offices – back to the previous building (feeling as
it used to be – my position at that time before all this happened).
Then I remember going to Peter’s (his our new MD) house, I was
standing in the lounge (I remember couches) then on my right was a
big black Rottweiler with sharp teeth (mouth full of teeth), The
Rottweiler wanted to play with me, I felt a bit scared of it because of
his sharp teeth but knew if I didn’t I would get hurt so I decided to
play (we wrestled); I got a few scratches but was OK. Then Peter took
me through a door to a room and asked if I am happy with the new
setting of the office space; there was a long rectangular wooden
boardroom table.
Dream Analysis:
I am briefly referring to different symbols in this analysis. It is
important for you to check them out in the Dreams Dictionary as
well so that you have a better understanding of these symbols. It is
also important to remember that certain circumstances leading up to
a dream or certain questions asked before a dream or a person
pondering on something specific before a dream really helps a lot in
terms of interpreting the dream. In most cases such information
ensures that the interpretation is totally accurate.
Move office to previous office: This part symbolizes the lady being
transferred to her old position.

Peter (new MD house): This symbolizes that the MD of the
company would be involved in the decision making regarding this
incident and that the incident is work related.
Lounge (couches): This part symbolizes that although this is work
related, “social” factors would be the foundation of the incident. See
“House “sitting room” or “lounge”.
Rottweiler with sharp teeth/mouth full of teeth: A dog with
prominent teeth in dreams symbolizes danger.
Dog (Black) (like a rottweiler)
Psalm 22:16
For dogs have surrounded Me...
Psalm 22:20
Deliver Me from the sword, My precious life from the power of the
dog...
Wanted to wrestle/play/scratches/knew I had to play: This
part symbolizes the sexual harassment. Pressured to “play”.
Through a door/room/boardroom table: The door the MD took
her through symbolizes him creating an opportunity to accommodate
her after the incident occurred. The boardroom table symbolized that
the new opportunity will be work related, in this case her previous
job.
Ask happy new setting office space: God putting the lady at ease
by showing her that management will look after her.
Interpretation:
I think the symbols analysis above says it all. This lady was warned
that she would be sexually harassed at work. This incident did indeed
occur and it was not a pleasant experience for her. Her “boss”
attempted to have some sort of a sexual experience/relationship with
her but she refused. He attempted to bully her into it but she stood
her ground. She reported the incident. During the disciplinary hearing
she was accused of many things that was meant to bring her harm in
her work situation. Eventually her “boss” was found guilty and she got

a departmental transfer.
Conclusion:
It is so easy to make a mistake when we interpret dreams. We need
to connect our dreams and visions to the incident that triggered it in
the first place. This will ensure a correct interpretation. However, do
not forget that there are times when God speaks to us directly
without us asking questions or pondering on matters that is bothering
us or important to us. These dreams are not connected to an incident
and are almost always spiritual and actually a lot easier to interpret.
I need to make it clear that all we can do is helping people
understanding their dreams and visions. We can help them with the
basics. We help them with most of the interpretation but even after
we have done that they still need to seek God's face about the dream
or the vision. They still need to deal with issues and they need to sort
out their responsibilities, actions and reactions in terms of the
relevant dream or vision.
Please read the posts in our newest category, “Interesting Discussions
on dreams” which will help you a lot.
See you next week
Blessings in Christ
ASR Martins

